
How to master SEO for 
enterprise eCommerce

Stay tuned!
Webinar will start soon

https://docs.google.com/file/d/17GkTy1bpPcF6z6PU8JkKalwj8kIcQYCu/preview


We’re reinventing how businesses 
connect people to products they love.

Trusted globally by clients such as:



Matt Dove
Enterprise Sales Manager

Meet your hosts

Andreas Dzumla
Co-founder and Chief Product Officer

Andreas has seen search marketing from all sides, 

working at Google and managing digital 

marketing teams agency- and client-side in the 

US, EMEA and JAPAC

Matt is responsible for helping big eCommerce 

brands claim the long tail of demand and enter 

new categories at scale.



Housekeeping 

Poll questions

Ask questions

Survey at the end

Full recording available in 24h

Share your ‘aha’ moments on social media 
(mention: @longtailux)



The world has changed. 
What hasn’t changed is search marketing
The good news

Search is still the #1 new 

customer acquisition channel

Long tail search continues to be 

50-70% and the biggest opportunity
Less competition

Low traffic volume

High probability of conversion



The bad news: 20 years in and
organic search is still a cost centre
50% of search!

ROI is not measurable Budgeted/paid by person hours

You can’t even distinguish between 
brand and non-brand revenue! 
(#notProvided)

Long time lag & big uncertainty 
between action and effect

SEO team headcount

Consultants

Internal development teams



This explains why organic search 
is a vastly underinvested channel

Even though SEO is a 24x ROI opportunity, 

it’s still considered a cost centre

Companies are only spending 5% of their 

marketing budget on organic.

There hasn’t been the tool to capture this 

opportunity...until now.

Imagine the revenue potential if you turn 
organic into a performance channel!

Revenue Budget split



The big black hole of SEO

So how long does it take to rank on page one?

Why is SEO limited?

Hard to measure

Almost impossible to predict 



Poll Question 1:

<25% 25-50% 50-75% >75% I don’t know

What percentage of your pages 
rank on page one? 



The best place to hide a dead body 
is now at the bottom of page one

Source: searchenginejournal.com

Google CTR: Organic



Poll Question 2:

30 days 
or less 1-6 months 6-12 months 12+ months

I don’t 
know/they 

typically 
don’t rank 
on page 1

When you create 500+ new pages 
on your site, how long does it 
typically take for them to rank on 
page one?



It takes anywhere from 60 to 365 days to 
find out if your pages rank anywhere near 

position one.

The hard truth for enterprise SEO:

Source: ahrefs.com



95% of new pages won’t deliver any ROI 
in the first year

Source: ahrefs.com

▶ If you’re lucky, 5.7% get in 
the top 10,

▶ 19.5% of pages hover 
somewhere between 
11-100, 

▶ But 74.8% don’t even make 
it to the top 100



What does this mean for the long tail? 
It’s critical for commercial success

1. It’s the majority of demand: 50-70%
2. Consumers are ready to buy!
3. Individually, long tail keywords have 

less competition

long tail phrases
“Womens long sleeve dresses”

2 word phrases
“Womens dresses”

1 word phrases
“dresses”

High search 
volume & 
competition

Low search 
volume & 
competition

Low probability of 
conversion

High probability of 
conversion

4. There are LOTS of them…



Not a niche opportunity: The bigger 
the business – the bigger the long tail

Example from existing LUX client:
$10m search ad spend = 26m long tail searches

$40m revenue 
opportunity for 

Paid search

$40m revenue 
opportunity for 

Organic!



Poll Question 3:

None A little Enough to 
consider more

Lots of 
success

Don’t know/
never tried

What success have you had 
targeting long tail demand?
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It’s not easy creating landing pages 
that are relevant to users

Lisa, the Consumer

“I like this brand, so I’ll 
give them a go”

“Just 2 floral dresses? 
Only 1 with long sleeves?”

“I’m looking for a floral 
dress with long sleeves”

Frustrating…

let’s go back to 

Google.



What if there was a tool to help you 
with all of this?

Achieve 40%+ uplifts and measure the exact ROI!

Identify your full 
longtail 

opportunity 

Launch highly relevant 
longtail pages at scale & 

integrate them within 
your website

Measure your 
non-brand SEO 

baseline 
performance 

1 3 2

4



Measure your non-brand SEO  
baseline performance

LUX  Step 1



Make organic search measurable again
Brand vs. non-brand performance calculation example

Using 2-3% ‘provided’ as a sample poll on the full population of Organic Search
Over 12 (and often just 1 or 2) months, this data has 95% confidence level with a sub 1% margin of error

The actual 
“managed” 
(non-brand) 

Organic Search 
revenue is not 

$900,000.

It’s $150,000.

Source: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nanyUdmCUhvvlxw-hI4JRENg9l9KxAoR/edit#gid=835745761 
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LUX  Step 2

Identify your full longtail 
opportunity



Google IRL $$$

Why did nobody 
tell me earlier?

10 keywords, random sample

Google Keyword Planner:

“3,880 searches/month”

LUX client’s Organic Search results:

>13,000 sessions/month

>$30,000 revenue/month

Identify your full long tail opportunity
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LUX  Step 3

Launch highly relevant longtail 
pages at scale & integrate them 
within your website



Floral dress 
with long sleeves

Lisa, the Consumer

Lisa, the Consumer

LUX Smart Page

Client Product Page

Long tail
keyword
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We invented the (patented) Smart Page



What LUX Smart Pages do

Automatically display most relevant products 
and pricing, matching the customers intent 
(e.g. ‘best’, ‘cheap’, location-based etc.)

Are 100% measurable 

Rewarded by search engines



Smart Links contextual interlinking 
improves overall site performance

Smart Links increase domain authority through our ‘contextual 
proximity system’

This means pages rank better (higher relevance to search)

Smart Links are dynamic, creating a ‘virtuous relevance loop’ of 
integrated and networked pages

Smart Links are placed at the bottom of Smart Pages and 
throughout your native website pages

The LUX effect



Poll Question 4:

The same 
as paid 
search

Less than 
paid 

search

More than 
paid 

search

No change Don’t 
know

If you could measure the ROI of 
your SEO,  how much more budget 
would you assign to the channel? 
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Achieve 40%+ uplifts and 
measure the exact ROI! 

LUX  Step 4



Measure your ROI at landing page level
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The LUX Customer Acquisition Platform refines the customer experience.

Fast indexing Faster ranking More traffic Increased revenue

Display multiple exact 

match products on a single 

page

Smart Pages typically rank 

3x to 10x faster than pages 

built in-house

High-ranking pages boost 

overall site traffic (typically 

40%+) 

Increase customer 

acquisition, elevate brand 

exposure and refine overall 

UX



More than high ranking pages
Ranking up to 10x faster than the industry benchmarks 

The #1 ranking organic result receives 30% of clicks, and 99% of all clicks occur on page 1.

https://ahrefs.com/blog/how-long-does-it-take-to-rank/
https://backlinko.com/google-ctr-stats

What’s typical in less than one year 
after page launch?

Industry
Benchmarks 

Using Longtail UX Platform

% of pages that rank #1 on Google only 1% 11% rank #1 10% rank #1

% of pages with high domain rating and rank in 
Google Top 10

only 11% 48% on page 1 29% on page 1 

https://ahrefs.com/blog/how-long-does-it-take-to-rank/


+19% total website new user growth

+40% organic traffic uplift in 9 months

29% Google page-1 rankings

+42% total website lead growth

        It's been a great collaboration journey LUX, I appreciate 
the insights you've shared and look forward to innovating 
with you.

Amber Hamilton
Platform Initiatives Manager at WooliesX

        The ability to work with our partners to achieve a 
mutual goal of improving the shopping process has been 
impeccable, and truly one of the most pleasant experiences 
I have had during a tech implementation process.

Jane Houghton
eCommerce Marketing Manager

$500m revenue generated (& growing) 
for our clients 

We generate +$50m in annualised revenue for the clients on this slide.



Got questions?

Type them now in the Q&A popup



Next steps: book your custom demo

Thank you
Matt Dove
Enterprise Sales Manager

matt.dove@longtailux.com

+1 (916) 659-6785

Book your custom demo here. Discovery presentation Partnership presentation
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https://meetings.hubspot.com/matt-dove
https://meetings.hubspot.com/matt-dove


Appendix

Search Summit presentation:
 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zrQK4wYHrmHSth3IHFGCM5laMTj
kUeD2bQX8XCcBZ6Q/edit?usp=sharing


